Abstract. Face recognition with single sample per person (SSPP) was a very challenging task because SSPP cannot reflect the characteristics of the test samples (eg. illuminations, pose, expressions and disguises) so that it is difficult to predict the facial variations of a query sample by the gallery samples. Considering the fact that the intra-class facial variations can be shared across different subjects, a novel algorithm was put forward. This algorithm took generic variation dictionary to solve the problem of lack the number of sample. This method need create two different dictionary. Generic variation dictionary D was built by the different group of pictures and gallery dictionary X was built from the training samples. Using half-quadratic optimization function to solve optimization problem. The experimental results showed that the recognition rate of the algorithm was superior to recognition rate of some traditional methods.
Introduction
Face Recognition(FR) is an important study direction of computer vision and could be applied in many aspects [1] .Although the FR has been studying for many years there still exists so much challenge .For example, capturing the original image from the video will be influenced by illuminations, pose, expressions and disguises. Even in actual application only has one sample image for machine training for the duration of our experiment. But most of the face recognition techniques will suffer serious performance drop when there is only one training sample per person [2] . For solving this problem [3] advocate the method of 3D technology to build virtual sample to solve the deficiency of training sample . In [4] adopt sample expansion, adding some virtual samples that correspond with reality and it is of great importance for the heightening of final discrimination. In [5] takes advantage of SVD division All methods above mentioned had increased face recognition rate, but the result is not obvious enough The major reason is that the virtual sample generated by those method has high relevance to the original image. This sample cannot be considered as independent samples for feature extraction. In [6] put forward a new method with constructing an external versatile train set to resolve the problems bring with by the deficiency of sample. But when constructing the external dictionary, the static database they adopted has obvious feature It is so difficult to acquire so obvious feature of image as an external general dictionary training sample in practice. .In this paper, we propose a new learning method of external general dictionary. The training sample of external general dictionary obtained by the camera with different distance, times and angles is similar. get numerous set of samples will be able to form a reference transformation can be set to training into a dictionary. Acquiring dictionary by this way not only full of representative feature transform, but also is practicable
Face Recognition based on External General Dictionaries
According to the theory of Sparse Representation Classification (SRC) [7] (ICMMCCE 2015) representation based classifiers such as SRC represent it over the gallery set X as: e Xa z + =
(1) According to the theory of compression sensing [7] . If the gallery set has many training samples for each subject, most of the facial variations in the query sample can be synthesized by the multiple samples from the same class, and consequently correct classification can be made via comparing the representation residual of each class. For FR with SSPP, unfortunately, there is only one training sample of every subject. However for most of the algorithms the recognition rate will fall sharply.As the intra-class facial variations caused by illuminations, pose, expressions, disguises and these cases can be shared between the images, an external generic training set which consists of numerous face images with various types of variations can be adopted to construct an intra-class variation dictionary D . So even in the case of small sample can also be a good reflection of the characteristics of the face, which will make up for the lack of internal characteristics of the face of the lack of sample. The improved sparse expression as [6] :
The dictionary D is acquired by the set external training and the training process is ] [
where r G and v G are the reference subset and variation subset, respectively. The reference subset
is composed of neutral face images or the mean faces of each subject.
G is the subset of the m th variation, m =1, 2, ...,M. In [3] , a sparse variation dictionary is learned from G. In our work,we simply construct an intra-class variation dictionary, denoted by D, by using the difference between r G and v G :
Considering the practicality of video , we can take the face images from different distance ,different time and different angle images as the training sample. Because these images are not the same. With these differences of the image, we can construct the external general dictionary though training.
(a)original image (b)cam-1 image (c)cam-6 image Fig. 1 . reference image and feature transform image As is shown in Fig.1 . Fig.1 (a) as a reference set of positive HD photos. Fig.1 (b) and (c) respectively for camera distance of 1 meters of camera in obtained photographs and infrared camera in the evening made photos. It could be considered as the reference subset of the expression and illumination respectively . With these differences, we can construct the external general transform dictionary .
In this paper we know the corresponding expression can be written as:
where α and β are the representation vectors of z over X and D , respectively and e is the representation residual .In order to find out the optimal solution. Pengfei Zhu propose a new algorithm [6] that can be found through the conversion of appropriate e and the regularization 
. . , 1, 2,... [9] . It is proved for the face images the distribution of e is highly non-Gaussian. In [10] , the concept of correntropy is proposed to measure the loss of non-Gaussian data. A correntropy induced metric (CIM) for residual e is defined as :
W here ( ) k δ ⋅ is the kernel function [11] . The kernel function R α β . In [12] we define it as the 2 l -norm of a and β . Compared with the 1 l -norm, the 2 l -norm not only has a good representation but also reduces the computational cost .Finally, the representation model becomes: 
Experimental analysis
This paper extracts data from the SCface video facial database [14] for testing. The database has 4,160 pictures taken from 130 people respectively at three different distances: Distance3, Distance2, Distance1; and by 7 different cameras. Therein, these three distances are 1m, 2.6m and 4.2m respectively. Cam1~Cam7 refer to the facial images taken from 7 different cameras, among which Cam6 and 7 are taken by infrared cameras at night in order to attest the competency of the methodology in this paper. The calculation in this paper, the SCR part [15] based on single sample and the 3D method (PCA part) [16] will be compared for analysis Derived from the total 130 people from SCace database, the first 20 people will be sampled to make up an generic variation dictionary. 40 People with serial number 21 to 60 will become training and testing samples. In the Dem1 experiment, three tests are taken in Distance3, Distance2 and Distance1 respectively. All three tests in Dem1 will adopt the same external universal exchange dictionary. The pictures contained in the dictionary are produced at different distances and by different cameras. Whiles, the three tests in Dem2 use different generic variation dictionary. The three different dictionaries are made up by pictures respectively from Distance3, Distance2 and Distance1 and different cameras. All sampling pictures will be converted to size 75*75.
Test results
The experiment uses 3D and SRC calculation methods in separate. In addition, the dictionary composed by different distances and different cameras (Dem1) and the generic variation dictionary (Dem2) made by same distance but different cameras adopt the other two calculation methods. All these calculation methods form 4 sets of experiments from three different distances in SCface video facial database. The results from the three tests are mean values as shown in Table 2 . Table 1 . Recognition rate (%) on SCface database.
From Table 1 , we can see among the 4 sets Dem2 has the best recognition result as using generic variation dictionary method as set in this paper. However, Dem1 is slightly worse than Dem2 in recognition capacity due to the fact that the pictures taken in Dem2 are from the same distances, the recognition capacity is better this way and the pictures look more similar to the originals. This brings up a very good revelation that we could possibly carry on our researches based on the existing samples when making another external exchange dictionaries in the future. But comparing with the traditional SRC method and the PCA method after the dictionary samples formed by 3D technology, the recognition capacity in this method has improved.
Conclusion
On the account of insufficient sample quantity, the training samples cannot manifest internal feature changes in this paper. Therefore, an generic variation dictionary is made to reflect the internal feature changes. Such measure not only solves the low recognition problem due to small sample amount, but also saves application operating hours and internal memory usage by sharing the same external dictionaries for all samples. This puts forth a brilliant idea to solve the video facial recognition challenge from a single sample. As can be seen from the above, the recognition result by the introduced method in this paper turns out to be better than that by the existing method. As the pictures extracted from videos are not as clear as those taken from still objects for external dictionary training, how to derive a relatively stable external dictionary from lower recognition samples becomes our next working subject.
